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We analyze the effect of  decoherence on the operation of part of  a simple quantum computer. 
The results indicate that  quantum bit coding techniques may be used to mitigate the effects 
of  two sources of decoherence - amplitude damping and phase randomization. 

1. Introduction 

Quantum computers are quantum-mechanical systems which utilize non-classical dynamics 
to  efficiently solve certain hard problems. Fundamentally, they differ from their classical coun- 
terparts in their use o f  non-local superposition states. A quantum computer is a sophisticated 
interferometer which is programmed t o  interfere correct answers constructively and wrong 
ones destructively. Moreover the non-locality allowed in quantum mechanics can be utilized 
t o  achiev exponentially fast solutions to  classical problems such as factoring. 

Unfortunately, there is a catch. The fundamental element of  a quantum computer is the 
quantum bit (qubit),-which may be in a superposition state of  zero and one. It is a very fragile 
state. Ideally, the quantum computer is a closed system, but in reality, when information leaks 
out the quits collapse and errors are introduced into the calculation. Evaluation of  the impact 
of  this decoherence process is key t o  understanding the feasibility of  quantum computation. 

Although decoherence establishes an important limit, it is important to note that its effects 
are highly dependent on the particular problem a t  hand. For example, in the quantum factoring 
algorithm, the goal - the period o f  the function f(z) = a” mod N - is hidden in the quantum 
superposition of  the computer. Decoherence irreversibly transfers some information from the 
quantum computer t o  the environment, but as long as the single desired piece of information is 
retained, it is useful[2]. Thus decoherence should be taken into account both in the hardware 
and software design of a quantum computer. 

In this paper we present two useful, general design techniques which may be used to mitigate 
the effects of  decoherence. These arise from our investigation into the effect of decoherence 
on the quantum computer o f  Chuang and Yamamoto[4]. 

*Supported by a fellowship from the John and Fannie Hertz Foundation, USA. 
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2. Amplitude Damping: Dual Rail Qubit 

The circuit shown in Figure 1 is the main component used in solving a simple case of 
the Deutsch problem [5,4J. It is useful here as a toy model for which the specific effects of 
decoherence may be analyzed. Under ideal circumstances, the input is Ill), and the output is 
I l O ) ,  since 

However, when decoherence is present, in general, there will be some probability for error. 
We consider two sources of error, described by the non-unitary operators A and r (Table 1). 

Dissipation results from energy loss due to  engineering imperfections such as coupler loss, or 
fundamental processes such as spontaneous emission, while decoherence results from uncon- 
trolled random field fluctuations, such as in Kerr media. Supposing that the controlled-not 
gate is lossy, such that dissipation 7 occurs in both quantum wires right after the gate, we find 

pout = [RZ'NSI'NR] Ill)(ll] [RI'NSI?NRlt , from which it results that  the probability of 
error (not getting 110) for the output) is approximately 1 - e-2Y. 

We have discovered an effective solution for amplitude damping: the dualirail qubit (q2bit), 
which consists of a pair of constrained qubits[4]. By convention, each qubit in a q2bit pair 
are mutually orthogonal; thus, under perfect operation the only accessible states are 101) and 
110). The basis for error correction lies in the fact that errors which result in the creation of 
100) and 111) states, or the destruction of  the orthogonality constraint, can be detected and 
rejected. 

Figure 1. (A) Quantum circuit used in the solution t o  the Deutsch problem. Logic gates are 
drawn as boxes or vertical lines connecting multiple lines, using standard notation[l], where the 

phase shift S = (rotation about i )  R = * = 4(~/2), and 
the vertical line is a controlled-not N .  The meters represent sharp projective measurements 
in the computational basis; expected results appear to their left. (B) q*bit equivalent circuit 
which corrects for errors from amplitude damping. The gate with two diamonds is a "90° 
beamsplitter," B = e x p [ ~ ( a t b - a b t ) / 4 ] ,  and tha t  connecting three lines is a quantum Fredkin 
gate[8], F = exp[?rctc(atb - ubt)/2]. Filled symbols indicate the control lines. 

= Ph(r)oZ, the 
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Table 1 
Sources o f  error. Typical reservoir interaction Hamiltonians for a spin-i system are given. 

Error Hamiltonian Qu bit  transform 

Amplitude Damping 
(dissipation) 

Phase Randomization 
(decoherence) 

The q2bit circuit equivalent t o  the above is shown in Figure 1. We now assume that al l  four 
qubits suffer amplitude damping y after each Fredkin gate. Hence, the output is given by 

Pout = [ B ~ F ~ S F ~ B ]  l o i o i )  ( o i o i l  [ B ~ F ~ S F ~ B I +  . (2) 

Now, because the only valid outputs are the four states l O l O l ) ,  ( O l l O ) ,  I l O O l ) ,  and I l O l O ) ,  
errors (other states) may be detected and rejected - the machine is run until an acceptable 
result is obtained. Of course, since the only correct result is I l O O l ) ,  we may expect t h a t  
errors still occur. However, the amazing fact is that because of  the symmetry in the qZbit 
representation, dissipation can be corrected for perfectly, and no errors result. 

Fundamentally, this works because the effect of dissipation on an arbitrary q2bit state is 

(the basis states are given on the right) so t h a t  if we consider the total exication ntot, we 
find that the ntot = 0 manifold is completely separated from the ntot = 1 manifold. Thus, 
for example, the q2bit encoding may be used t o  guarantee the integrity of transmission of a 
quantum bit over a lossy communication link[3]. 

3. Phase Randomization: Projective Correction 

The effect of decoherence is more insidious - it collapses superposition states. This effect is 
especially important when qubits interact through an intermediate medium, as is the case with 
two photons going through a Kerr medium. Since this occurs in the quantum optical Fredkin 
gate, we evaluate the impact of decoherence by analyzing the q2bit circuit in Figure 1, where 
we now remove I’ and let F = BtKAB in Eq.(2). K = exp[ixatabtb] is the usual Kerr cross- 
phase modulation operator. The result is that errors occur with probability (1 - e-’)/2. The 
q2bit representation o f  a qubit does not help against phase decoherence, because a decohered 
state cannot be distinguished from a superposition state in that representation; when l O l ) + l l O )  
collapses into a mixture o f  101) and 110) there is no way t o  tell that an error occurred - the 
final states live in the same Hilbert space as the original. 

However, from the algorithm, we have a priori knowledge that under perfect operation, the 
state 14) after the first Fredkin gate will be either [~OlOl)+~Ol lO) ] / f ior  [ l O l O l )  + ( l O l O ) ] / f i  
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(because in the full circuit, the Fredkin gate may be switched out[4]). Since this space is 
spanned by I&) = [lOlOl) + IlOlO)]/& and I&) = [ l O l O l )  + 210110) - IlOlO)]/&, we 
may detect errors by measuring the component of 14) perpendicular t o  the (I&,), space. 
The quantum circuit t o  do this is straightforward t o  design; basically, we perform a unitary 
transform t o  get I#) = Ulq5) which is either 10101) .or 11001). When the last two labels 
are measured t o  be other than 101) we know an error has occurred, and the trial is rejected. 
Otherwise, we perform the inverse transform to restore the state, and continue as before. Using 
this scheme, we find that the probability of error in the final result decreases from X - X2 to 
llA/18 - 47X2/162 for small A. 

Although the improvement achieved by the above scheme is not great, it it signals the 
possibility o f  using projective techniques to  correct for phase randomization. Along these 
lines, we have recently discovered a qubit representation which shows significant resistance to 
phase randomization[3]. 

4. Conclusion 

The message from our analysis of  a simple quantum computer is the following: although 
decoherence is a significant impediment t o  the realization of  quantum computers, coding 
techniques exist which may be utilized t o  mitigate errors. In particular, the dual-rail quantum 
bit representation may be used to perfectly detect and correct errors due to amplitude damping. 
Other representations also exist which may be used against phase randomization. 

One possible immediate application of  the scheme presented here is in quantum cryptogra- 
phy, where it is desired t o  send quantum bits intact over long distances. With the promise of 
new single-photonics technologies[6] on the horizon, we may envision a system consisting of 
the transmission of single photon dual-rail qubits over a fiber-optic link, with coding, decoding, 
and regeneration using exciton-polariton quantum logic gates and high-efficiency single-photon 
detectors. Furthermore, the projective correction technique we presented is closely related to  
the “watchdog” effect[9], since it involves the calculation o f  an indicator which may be ob- 
served periodically to prevent qubit evolution out of  the desired manifold. This will likely be 
useful in quantum computers such as the recent ion trap implementations[7]. 
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